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Dear Mr. Greenewald: 

This is a final response to your correspondence of 8 January 2019 requesting an Executive 
Order 13526 mandatory declassification review of the following document: 

National Intelligence Daily 
Document Number (FOIA) IESDN (CREST): 0005301359 
Publication Date: June 2, 1990 

We have completed a thorough search of our records and determined that the document may be 
released in sanitized form. We have deleted material that must remain classified on the basis of 
Section 3.3(b)(1) of the Order. Additional information must be withheld because withholding 
is authorized and warranted under applicable law as provided by Section 6.2(d) of the Order. 
Enclosed is a copy showing our deletions and citing our exemptions. 

As the CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator, I am the CIA official responsible for this 
determination. You have the right to appeal tills response to the Agency Release Panel in my 
care, within 90 days from the date of this letter. Should you choose to do this, please include 
the basis of your appeal. 

Sincerely, 

Riggs Monfort 
Information and Privacy Coordinator 
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6.2(d) 

The Yel'tsin Approach: Gain Without Pain 

Yel'tsin sees himself as a radical reformer and is out in front in calling 
for denationalization of indus try and agriculture. He also is a populist 
politician, however, who opposes sharp price increases that would 
inevitably come with a market economy. As a result, Yc!'tsin's 
economic program is a collection of measures largely intended to 
appeal to the public's desire for quick improvements in consumer 
welfare and increased republic autonomy. 

6.2(d) 
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6.2(d) 

USSR: Ryzhkov's Economic Program Caught in Crossfire 

The government's proposed economic reform program is already being 
modified in response to criticism from across the politica! spectrum, and 
pressure is mounting for Mikhail ~rbaChev /0 use his presidential 
powers to ac/decisively.1 _ .6.2(d) 

In recent interviews with Western media, Gorbachev's close 
economic counselors have denounced the program Premier Ryzhkov 
presented to the Supreme Soviet a week ago. Nikolay Petrakov 
called it a "wholesale retreat from the President's concept," and 
Presidential Council member Stanislav Shatalin condemned it for 
lacking a strategy for borrowing from the West. Both claim an 
alternative program that would break up the government bureaucracy

.nd move ""idl;:":~,;~::t~'::::: !:;";:~!;~::,,:!~~ 3.3(b)(1 ) 

6.2(d) 

The Supreme Soviet is considering resolutions that would withhold 
final approval of the economic reform package until supporting 
laws and decrees are submitted to ensure, and accelerate, its 
implementation. The draft resolutions call for the deputies to vote on 
the price hikes on bread products planned for I July but withhold 
approval of the rest of the package for now. The reform package has 
been sharply criticized by radical deputies for not going far enough 
and by Russian Republic Supreme Soviet Chairman Yel'tsin andU party chief Ivashko for imposing too many hardships. 

6.2(d) 

Comment: There are still deep disagreements over how far and how 
fast to move toward a market economy. Any fixes, however, are 
unlikely to halt the economy's decline in the near future. The pressure 
for Gorbachev to use his presidential powers to accelerate the 
implementation of reform is already evident in the Supreme Soviet 
and the Presidential Council and probably will mount. Vel'tsin's 
election as Russian Republic Chairman is likely to add impetus to 
the reform debate but make it more difficult for Gorbachev to act 
unilaterally. As criticism intensifies, Gorbachev appears to be 
dissociating himself from thj: government's ohm rnd setting up 
Ry:l.hkov to take the blame.[L--_-- ----'. 6.2(d) 
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USSR: Yel'tsin Offers Support to Lithuania 

Yesterday's muting in Moscow between new Russian Repuhlic 
Chairman Boris Yel'tsin and Litlluania's President lAndsbergis is 
afirst step by Ye/'ts;n toward an endorsement 0/Litlluania's 
independence, a mo~e tllat would increase popular pressure 011 

Presidellt Gac.bJu:lte,v to rtlleh an understanding wi,II tile breaicowuy 
republic. [,--~__---, 

Yel'tsin says he is willing to cooperate fully with Lithuania and the 
other Baltic republics "as oon as usia gets its sovereignty," 
according to press report 1....-__----1 

Comment: Yel'tsin's gesture of support alone almost certainly will 
increase public pressure on Moscow to soften its position. The 
meeting will also undermine the arguments of those in Moscow 
calliug for a hard I ;1l\~·1 I 
Although Yel'tsin has adopted a positive approach toward Lithuania, 
the full extent of his support for Vilnius is unclear. His remarks to 
Landsbergis are ambiguous on the timing of any Russian assistance 
for Vilnius; in his press conference on Wednesday, Yel'tsin called 
on the republic to sur;pend its independence declaration so as to get 
talks with Moscow under way. Even if he does endorse Lithuanian 
independence, he may have difficulty persuading the Russian 
legislature to back him. Yel'tsin was elected by only a slim majority, 
and eyen his supporters appear to be split on the Lithuanian issue. 

I I 
The Russian Republic's ability to aid Lithuania is problematic. 
Direct trading relations between enterprises in the two republics will 
not circumvent the economic blockade unless Moscow allows the usc 
of transportation lines it controls. Moscow has already blocked the 
efforts of West Siberian oil workers tQ trade their 9roducts for 
Lithuanian consumer gOQds. LI_______ ---'J 
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6.2(d) 

LIBERIA: Government Losing Its Grip 

President Doe's unWillingness to step down and the goyernment's 
increasing inability to provide senices or protection to Monroll;ans 
heighten the possibility 0/a1lJJ1I.thua.k..fl/panic or lawlessness in the 
capital as the rebels close in. ! I 6.2(d) 

Doe said yesterday he would not run for office next year and 
appealed to the US and the UN to end the fighting to pave the 
way for internationally monitored elections. A rebel spokesman 
countered, however. that the insurgents would accept nothing Jess 
than Doe's immediate resignation and1departure from Liberia as 
preconditions to a cease-fire,LI ___-'_ 6.2(d) 

The situation in Monrovia continues to deteriorate. Many Cabinet 
m('mbcrs and other high ·kvd Dffic,ials ha lie lefl 111~ country, Ie::aving 
staffers to run the government. The Liberian National Security 
Agency also is in disarray Ihe.cause.mUCh...ofJ.h~seniOLID.arull!eJJlent 
has opted to leave Liberia 3.3(b)(1) 
spree of panic buying reportedly has cleared shop shelves and led to 
brawls; Army troops were sent to control the crowds. Transportation 
also is a major problem _ I 6.2(d) 

About 800 of the Gios and Manos attacked in the UN Development 
Program compound earlier this week are being protected in local 
churches. Meanwhile, the mass exodus of Krahns continues from 
spriis-p~IJ)..QOJn..MJ)~via to their home county, Grann 
Jide _ ~ome of them brandished firean3 .3(b)(1) 
in an attempt to get aboard. The Army Commander in Kakata took 
200 of his troops back to Monrovia Wednesday night, leaving only 
a token force to defend it. The rebels subsequently captured a small 
town north of there. There was no indication of fighting near Roberts 
International Airfield yesterday·1 I 6.2(d) 

Comment: Doe's statement yesterday shows he is increasingly out 
of touch and .Iikely to continue to refuse to step down or leave the 
country to avert a direct attack on the capitaL Although the situation 
in Monrovia has not yet become unmanageable, the mounting 
inconveniences and tensions are likely to heighten the potential for 
hysteria and rioting if circumstances deteriorate further. Troop 
morale and discipline continue to plummet, but the Anny probably 
remains capable of deploying troops in response to rebel attacks near 
Monrovia. Some 375 soldiers who could be easily deployed are 
stationed at Camp Schieffelin. Military commanders probably will 
continue their current practice of returning the bulk of their forces 
to Monrovia after each assault, however, rminimize the risk of 
desertions and being cut off by the rebels. I 6.2(d) 
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6.2(d) 

If Shamir Cannot Form a Government 

IfShamir fails, President Herzog can designate any Knesset member 
to try to form a government. Like Shamir and Shimon Peres, any new 
candidate would have a three-week mandate with the possibility of an 
extension of up to three more weeks. 

Herzog also can say he does not believe any sitting Knesset member 
can form a government; he could then make a nonbinding 
recommendation to the Knesset for an election before the one 
scheduled in fall 1992-a majority vote is needed to call an early 
election. 

Shamir's minority caretaker government will remain in place until a 
new government is formed; it could sit until 1992 in the absence of 
either a new government or an early election. Although a caretaker 
government is not subject to a vote of no confidence, a Knesset 
majority can take the initiative to designate a candidate and ask the 
President to give that person a two-week mandate to form a 
government. 

62(d) 
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ISRAEL: Time Short as Shamir Tries for Government 

Prime Minister Shamir appears willing to ,.,ait ""til the last mire to 
try to form a neH' Israeli government; his success is not assured. 6.2( d) 

Shamir's extended mandate expires next Friday and cannot be 
renewed again. He has not yet met the demands of potential partners 
in a rightwing-religious coalition. Among those groups, however, only 
the ri&htwing Moledet Party-whose price for support is the Police 
Ministry has threarene4 not to back him in a Knesset vote of 
confidence ~ l...-_ _ _ ---' 6.2(d) 

On Tuesday, Israeli media reported mmors that Shamir was 
negotiating through a mediator with former Defense Minister Rabin 
of the Labor Party on C"stablishi!lg !'t unity g()Vcmment led by Shantir. 
Both men denied th~ reports, but Shamir toid reporters the fo llowing 
day that the possibility of a unity government "has always existed." 

I 1 . 6.2(d) 

Comment: Shamir has made little progress in nailing down a 
coalition, but, even without further developments, he may be able to 
win a vote of confidence and present a minority government. Moledet 
probably would abstain rather than vote against him. Shamir would 
then win if he could persuade one Knesset member now aligned with 
Labor-most li~e\y~enresenta.t.iY.~ of the Agudat Yisrael religious 
party-to abstam·1 J 6.2(d)

'----- ---' 

Shamir's statement leaving open the possibility of a unity government 
and his slowdown tactics on talks about a narrow coalition probably 
are meant to improve his bargaining position with the rightwing and 
religious parties. The PLO's recently foiled terrorist attack may have 
hardened his determination to lead a rightwing-religious government; 
even if he fails to form a new coalition. he m.~ to continue leading 
a caretaker governmentI 6.2(d) 
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6.2(d) 

US-EC Differences on Agricultural Trade 

The fundamentally different US and EC approaches to agricultural 
issues in the GA TI Uruguay Round led the two sides to clash at the 
OECD ministerial meetng this week. Brussels adamantly opposes 
Washington'~ call for the elimination of nearly all trade-distorting 
subsidies; the West Europeans believe doing so would effectively 
abolish the EC's politically sensitive Common Agricultural Policy. 
The US is demanding separate negotiations on the three key forms of 
agricultural protectionism: export subsidies, import barriers, and 
domestic support. The EC is pushing a "global approach" that would 
entail "rcbalallCil1&:' a c(mccp '~ thut would aiiuw raising protectIOn Oil 

some products while lowering it on others, as long as the overall level 
of protection is reduced. 

Specific differences on the three issues include: 

- Export Subsidies. The US advocates the complete elimination of 
export subsidies over a five-year period. The EC is opposed, 
believing that export subsidies will fall naturally as overproduction 
declines in response to reduced domestic support. It is willing to 
reduce SUbsidies, however, in line with cuts in import levies. 

- Import Barriers. The US favors "tariffication," a process that 
would convert all nontariffbarriers, such as quotas, to tariffs and 
then reduce them to near zero over a 10-year period. The EC has 
accepted the concept in part but would permit a "corrective 
factor" to be added to allow tariffs to counteract changes in 
exchange rates and world market prices. 

- Domestic Support. The US backs eliminating measures directly 
tied to production or prices over a I O-year period but would allow 
for direct income supports. The EC insists direct income supports 
distort production, and it thus opposes the US approach. 

6.2(d) 
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6.2(d) 

EC-US: Stalemate on Agricultural Trade 

Thc EC's intransigence toward US proposals for reform of 

agricultural trade at the OECD ministerial meeting this week is likely 

to be repeated at the Western economic summit in Houston next 

month. West European officials insist that agricultural issues are too 

technical for discussions among political leaders and hence oppose 

US efforts to include them on the summit agendai ~ 


I C Commission officials believe work3 3(b)(1)
L-n--- ~ti-n--re __ .... heego~tla"' o-s a--m...Jore appropriate for reaching compron .• : 
US to advance the GATT Uruguay Round trade talks. But the West 

Europeans were not prepared to undertake meanjngful negotiations 

a t a recen t meeting with US officials.1 I 6.2 ( d) 


Comment: Although the EC is couching its arguments about subsidy 

talks in terms of venue, its actions indicate it is not ready to begin 

~<;ri()US b;;'l'giiiJ1jn~. The preoccupation with illlernal matters-such 

as discussions on European political union-and with events in the 

USSR has kept political leaders from devoting much attention to the 

Uruguay Round negotiations. Moreover, B'russels appears to hope 

that a delay in serious talks at least until September will prompt 

greater concessions from GATT members conce !-=,..I..A.LI.U!LJ..I...JLU..L..l....U.u.o:..--, 

the December deadline for concluding the round! 6.2(d) 

EC: Likely To Push Aid to USSR 

At their summit in Dublin late this month, EC leaders will call for 
Western economic assistance to the I ISSR buLwi.llloolUo~llS..an 
Japan to pick up most of the tab. 3.3(b)(1 ) 
President Gorbachev's recent rcq'uest to Bonn for a $20 Ollllon hne 01 
credit for consumer goods over three years tracks closely with the EC 
Commission's own calculations ofSoviet needs in the next two years. 
The amount, howcver, greatly exceeds what the West Europeans are 
willing to lend. EC Commission President Delors has argued for 
including the USSR in the G-24 aid effort for E1stern Europe and for 
creating a payments union for CEMA countries I 6.2(d) 

Comment: The EC leaders will try to hammer out a consensus on 

Soviet aid in Dublin so they can present a united front at the Western 

economic summit in Houston next month. Debate in Dublin is likely 

to focus on how much credit the USSR needs and how closely to tie 

aid to economic reform. Regardless of the figure that ultimately 

emerges, the West Europeans probably will argue Ihat they have 

picked up the lion's share of the aid bill for Eastern Europe and will 

urge Washington-and, to a lesser extent, Toky()--to assume a ma'or 

part of the responsibility for a program to aid the USSR 


L--____ ---'I ----.J 6.2( d) 
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un er eavy 

ANGOLA: Luanda Talking Tough 

Luanda in the past week has intensified its rhetoric condemning 
US and South African aid to UNITA. According to reports in the 
Portuguese press, Angola and Cuba may threaten to suspend the 
Cuban troop withdrawal when the Joint M~ni~oring Com~is53 . 3(b)( 1 ) 
meets in Havana Monday and Tuesday, clalmln~ border vlo!auVU:i 
stemmine from effJ rts to resupply the insurgents I I 

a I ,500-man government tasK force, recently 
"IT . ase ncar Macundi and 

is moving northwest 6.2( d) 

Comment: Still smarting from the loss of Mavinga, Luanda may be 
taking.<l. hard Ii nc in an effort 10 re~torc 50l'!1e eroded bargaining 
power for the talks with UNITA set to resume this month. The 
Cubans, however, stand to gain little from suspending their 
withdrawal, which is almost two-thirds completed; some 33,000 
Cuban troops had left as of I May, The government troops who left 
Macundi probably are returning to Caiundo, but there is still no firm 
indication whether they will remain in the area to launch eventual 
operations to se the Namibian border or cedeploy northward to 
protect Luanda 6.2( d) 

FRANCE: Outlines of Proposed European Confederation 

French officials are /les . fLOULPIeSiden.LMitterrand's;l0sal for a 
European confederatio rogr3. 3(b)(1 ) 
will be slow. Mitterrand apparent y mten stat t e con eacration 
initially include at least 12 EC members, Czechoslovakia, and 
Poland; the USSR, NATO, and CSCE, and possibly the US, would 
have observer status. His initial guidelines reportedly call for the 
body to focus on political issues, leaving economic and security 
matters tL instillltions "nd have a secretariat in place by early 
next year. J 6.2(d) 

Comment: Mitterrand probably hopes the confederation will head 
off nationalistic tensions in Eastern Europe by engaging the new 
democracies in collective decisionmaking and will contain Germany's 
influence. Despite Mitterrand's enthusiasm, ministries in Paris, busy 
keeping up with German unification and proposals for reforming 
NATO, have little time to pursue his proposal. He may turn to the 
Council of Europe-Western Europe and sevenI East European 
"guest" members-to la the roundwork for the proposed 
confederation. 6.2( d) 
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USSR-INDIA: Reportedly Discussing Aircraft Carrier Sale 

The USSR may be t in to sell India a conventionall 
Kiev-class carrier oscow 
has offered the Ba u, w IC was commIssIoned in 1987, and says it 
could deliver the ship within 18 months, after unspecified 
modifications, for one-third payment in rupees and two-thirds in 
barter. Negotiations reportedly began more than a year ago but 
gained momentum after a French naval delegation visited New Delhi 
in April to discuss Indian construction of a French aircraft carrier. 

I I 
Comment ther Kiev-class ships seem 
more likely ciln. 1 .lI!es or ~>tport than Ihe Baku. which i~ ~he only one 
in its class with a phased-array radar and which carries the Navy's 
most modern defensive missiles and gun systems. Nonetheless, 
domestic critics have charged the Soviet Navy is wasting scarce 
resources by building and operating aircraft carriers. Moscow may be 
attempting to reduce its naval operating costs, gain consumer goods, 
and dissuade New Delhi from turning to Western arms vendors by 
offering a ship with state-of-the-art technology. India may be 
interested in the Baku because building a French carrier might take 
a decadej t 
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6.2(d) 

In Brief 

3.3(b)(1 ) 
6.2(d) 

Middle East 

3.3(b)(1 ) Americas 
6.2(d) . 

Europe 

East Asia 

Africa 

- Canada's Prime Minister Mulroney making last-ditch effort to 
save Meech Lake accord . .. meeting tomorrow with provincial 
premiers, major breakthrough needed to meet 23 Ju . 
Quebec Premier Bourassa still fighting compromise.L-___-' 

- Bundestag, after years, yesterday banned West German finns, 
foreign affiliates developing, making, trading in nuclear, 
biological, chemical weapons .. . response to disclosures of role in 
Libyan CW program, Soviet sensitivities. ' I 

- North Korean Foreign Ministry stunned over Gorbachev 
meeting with Roh on Monday ... threatening serious political 
consequences .. ,su ests P' on ang prepared to downgrade 
relations with USSR.L-_ _ __..J 

- Nigerian President Babangida canceled trip abroad, worried some 
plotters of April coup attempt still at large ... death sentences, 
expected next week for thQS_e_Jl..IL~.Y....SJlark religious unrest 
, .. more plotting likelYL I 

- Benin's presidential guard reportedly urging preSident~ru 
to end democratic ~orms, restore military's primacy

I leither rq.ove would ieonardi~e c,ltlca orelgn 
aid, probably rekmdle unres tjL-_ _ ___ ---"I 
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6.2(d) 

Formosa Plastics: Breaking the Trade Barrier 

Taiwan's largest private corporation, Formosa Plastics, is to build a 
$3.5 billion indust . . . . n ' e 
in southern China. 3.3(b)(1 ) 

6.2(d) 

The Xiamen complex would double the dollar value of Taiwan's 
mainland holdings. It will produce naphtha, a petroleum product 
used in manufacturing solvents, plastics, and sYDthet;r. natural gas, 
as well as plastics and raw materials for synthetic fiber:.. China is 
offering Fonnosa Plastics a number of incentives, including the 
use of 38 square miles of land, $1.2 billion in transportation and 
commWlications improvements, and more than $210 million in 
financing. Beijing is convinced, probably correctly, that, if it can lure 
Formosa Plastics to the mainland, other Taiwan finns such as Yue 
Loong Motors will be more willing to invest in China. 
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6.2(d) 

Special Analysis 

TAIWAN-CHINA: Ties That Bind 

Trade and investment ties are growing rapidly and promise to erode 
the rem . rs to direct political contacts between Taipei and 
Beijing. 6.2(d) 

Rising production costs, increasing environmental and labor 
activism, and domestic political uncertainty are making Taiwan 
businessmen seek investment opportunities abroad. Over the past 
few years, Taiwan firms have invested more than $9 billion overseas, 
most of it in Southeast Asia and the US, but more than $1 billion 
has gone to China. Beijing offers low interest loans, tax breaks, 
preferential land leases, cheap labor, arrQJaw materials specifically 
earmarked for "Taiwan compa!rio\~." 1 I 6.2(d) 

Taiwan businessmen have been among the few foreign investors to 
increase commitments in China since Beijing's crackdown on 
prodemocracy activists a year ago. Last month Formosa Plastic~-the 
island's largest conglomerate-signed an agreement in principle to 
in vest in a petrochemical plant in a Chinese special economic zone; 
US diplomats es im t I aiwan investment in that project could 
reach $7 billion. 6.2( d) 

Political Shadowboxing 

Chinese leaders hope Taiw,ul investors will make up for lost Western 
investment but probably are even more interested in economic 
interdependence for political reasons. They want to check a perceived 
growth in public support on Taiwan for independence and, over time, 
to make it increasingly ~diffiult for Taipei to rebuff Beijing's 
reumficatlOn overturesl I 6.2(d)

'--- -----' 

Taiwan leaders remain wary and ambivalent about economic links. 
President Li Teng-hui reportedly favors strengthening Taiwan's 
international position first and is especially reluctant to expand 
contacts further until Beijing rcspo rably to Taipei's 
relaxed trade and travel restrictions 6.2(d) 

Li, however, faces conflicting domestic pressures. Businessmen are 
pushing for even broader ties, as are many younger members of the 
ruling party who believe Taiwan can deal with Beijing so as to ensure 
its continued de facto independence. Conservatives in the ruling 
party who focus more on risks to Taiwan's national security and 
on opportunities to influence events on the mainland are pressing 
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6.2(d) 

Li to proceed cautiously. His recent-promptly rejected--offer of 
government-to-government dialogue may have been intended 
primarily to reassure conservatives at home about his commitment 
to reunification. I I 6.2(d) 

Growing economic relations will lead gradually to more direct and 
regular political contacts. Quasi-offiCial contacts between Beijing and 
Taipei on commercial issues are already occurring; an arbitration 
office was recently opened in Hong Kong to resolve trade disputes. 
Both take part in athletic events r' i 
international conferences as well. 6.2(d) 
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6.2(d) 

Unrest in West Africa 

F(ancophon~ country 

Spor.dlc rioting. near dIlly demon£fr.tlons 
Jlnee M.rch • .• mlY force poslpon.m.nt o( 
prom/s.d mulI/perty elections this month • .• 
PresIdent 's fol.ranee of unr.st encouraging 
funhe, demands, producing un.,s• •mong 
fvling .lIte. 

Sif1gJe ~p.rty It'gime declined "sl monlh 10 
endorse multip.rty system, bul offered prus 
freedom . .• economic.tllly ~ t.ble, liff/e popul.r 
d~mllnd fer pef/"c.' reform. 

Mounting populQr d iss.Usf.d/en with 
I",kluster 8iy. regime • •. opposition r./ly 
latd 11151 monlh tested government cl.im 
of POlltlc81 openness . .. <even died In 
resulting riols .$ security ferces trl.d 10 
bloclc crotlld. 

President Bongo disse/~ed only politiclIl 
p.rty. promised opposUJon role att" riels 
In Feb/.e", ... r",ing ro pl.c.re .lrI~/nfi 
worken • •. m,/or rlollng I.st mC)nth 
fol/owlng de,rh o(.n oppo.,rJon leader 
... ethnic ,dofence m.y prompl regime 
to renege on polltlc.1 reform. 

Reglm. corruption fueling dem.nds for 
pollllc,,' change . .. Pruld.nt Tr.ore 
rojecr. mu/tlperly system. ~II. for 
p.rtlcipallon '" rvlf"g p.rty. 

Stud.nt, I.bor••thnlc unrest since Febru.ry 
... some concessions but regime sll/l one
party sl.le domln.ted by milit.ry. 

Prcs.Jure for polltic.I, economic reform 
"'-_"'_""-" 	r,~u"ed In riots by tellchers, stud.nt:; oorly 

I,st month • .. now quIet . •• President 
I<ollngb. clinging to s/ngi. p.rty . , . cI, ims 
muJllp.rlles willle.d 10 en.rchy, offering 
limited Iiber,lIzlIlion within ruling ptlrty. 

Mebutu premise" three panies, new 
constitution in April . . . public increllsingly 
sl<eptiul, seH r.forms ., cosmetic . . . 
wldnprclld sludftnt unrest lui month • .. 

.... Beillium suspended direct lo.ns in response 
Ce h.rsh crQc/(down. 
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6.2(d) 

Special Analysis 

WEST AFRICA: Rerorm and Unrest, Marching Hand-in-Hand 

The recent unrest sweeping West and Central Africa~specially the 
Francophone countries-may lead to backtracking on political reforms. 
The lack ofresources with which to ease resentment o~er corruption and 
economic austerity will nonetheless continue to undermine stability. 

[ I 6.2(d) 

Recent rioting in once relatively stable countries like Ivory Coast, 
Gabon, and Cameroon is rooted in rapidly deteriorating economic 
conditions though it has included demands for political 
liberalization. Weak oil prices and the collapse of prices for coffee 
and cocoa have undone some of Africa's economic success stories. As 
living standards decline and unemployment rises, hostility toward the 
corrupt'or. oflor.g-e!1!r<:'r"!ched mle-r~ nnd anger over j.usterity 
measures have ignited public protest!L _ _ _ _ _ -'. 6.2(d) 

In Ivory Coast, for example, successive strikes and demonstrations 
since March by various public-sector workers forced President 
Houphouet-Boigny to suspend IMF-backed wage and employment 
reductions. New austerity measures announced last week avoid 
controversial cutba Lar.e ikely to ameliorate underlying 
economic problems 6.2(d)

'------' 

Pol itieal Demands on the Rise 

Economic grievances have spilled over into demands for far-reaching 
political reforms, including the removal of out-of-touch leaders and 
the adoption of multiparty democracy. Lacking resources to continue 
buying off opponents, such leaders as Houphouet-Boigny and 
Gabon's President Bongo have promised political change in gradual 
steps in~he_rume4appeaSing critics while maintaining control of the 
processL_ ___-' 6.2(d)

L 

Many African governments fear that, without progress toward 
political liberalization, they will lose Western aid and investment to 
the newly emerging democracies in Eastern Europe. The regimes do 
not intend to relinquish power, however, and are likely to backtrack 
on reform rather than risk losing control. Zaire's President Mobutu 
already has stepped back from announced moves toward political 
pluralism: he has shifted authority from technocrats in the Cabinet 
to cronies in the Presidency, While security forces have brutalJ~ 
suppressed opposition and student demonstrationsl J 6.2(d)

'----' 
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6.2(d) 

Pressure for political liberalization will aggravate underlying ethnic 
and regional tensions held in check by autocratic leaders. Few if any 
of the political groups now organizing appear able to create broadly 
based parties that could win elections, establish a government, and 
sustain a commitment to economic reform. Gabon's movement 
toward pluralism recently resulted in intertribal violence following 
the death of a leading opposition ngure. Several leaders continue to 
insist that only one-party states can contain longstanding local 
rivalries that bedevil the region. and they have been Quick to head 
off any sign of political unrest.[ ""J 6.2(d) 
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